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Abstract 

The large number of online product and service review websites has created a substantial information resource for 
both individuals and businesses. Researching the abundance of text reviews can be a daunting task for both custom-
ers and business owners; however, rating scores are a concise form of evaluation. Traditionally, it is assumed that user 
sentiments, which are expressed in the text reviews, should correlate highly with their score ratings. To better under-
stand this relationship, this study aims to determine whether text reviews are always consistent with the combined 
numeric evaluations. This paper reviews the relevant literature and discusses the methodologies used to analyse 
reviews, with suggestions of possible future research directions. From surveying the literature, it is concluded that the 
quality of the rating scores used for sentiment analysis models is questionable as it might not reflect the sentiment 
of the associated reviews texts. Therefore, it is suggested considering both types of sources, reviews’ texts and scores 
in developing Online Consumer Reviews (OCRs) solution models. In addition, quantifying the relationship degree 
between the text reviews and the scores might be used as an instrument to understand the quality of rating scores, 
hence its usefulness as labels for building OCRs solution models.
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Introduction
With advancements in and rapid expansion of Web 2.0 
innovations, more and more people are using blogs, 
forums, Online Consumer Reviews (OCRs), and online 
bulletin boards to comment on their personal experi-
ences. Online Consumer Review (OCR) platforms pre-
sent great opportunities to share customer viewpoints, 
preferences, and experiences on a broad selection of ser-
vices and products. Therefore, the resulting agglomera-
tion of Online Consumer Reviews (OCRs) represents a 
vital information source that consumers can access when 
selecting a product or service. Gartner research (www. 
gartn er. com) reported in the article “The Future of the 
Social Customer”, 2012 that 40% of consumers use social 

media as a search tool, 77% check online reviews, and 75% 
of consumers feel online reviews are more trustworthy 
than personal recommendations [30]. Additionally, 81% 
of online consumers indicated that they received help-
ful information and advice from these reviews. There-
fore, online reviews are not only read but also trusted 
[6]; this is supported as well by another online consumer 
survey done by Nielsen Global (www. niels en. com), 2012 
[12], in which 70% of respondents trusted the online 
reviews posted by strangers. In addition to consumer use, 
OCRs can also be used by commercial enterprises as an 
openly accessible source of valuable information to bet-
ter understand preferences and perceptions of consum-
ers. In fact, enterprises can analyse consumer feedback 
to create effective new strategies for product design [65]. 
Some companies, such as Sysomos (www. sysom os. com), 
Radian6 (www. radia n6. com), or Bazaarvoice (www. bazaa 
rvoice. com), support listening and monitoring tools on 
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the web that offer real-time intelligence about the reputa-
tions of their customers’ products or services [23].

Traditionally, review texts were hard to collect en 
masse in the “non-connected” world. Online Consumer 
Reviews (OCRs) are frequently provided by online review 
websites in a free-text format, such as Yelp and Amazon. 
While this comprehensive source of information can help 
individuals and businesses make better decisions, con-
sumers are faced with the daunting task of locating and 
reading multiple potentially relevant text reviews, which 
can lead to an information-overload problem. Conse-
quently, there is a crucial need to mine the available valu-
able data from reviews to understand user preferences 
and make accurate predictions and recommendations. To 
simplify this task and make it more time efficient, certain 
review websites provide a score averaging the ratings of 
reviews, in addition to text reviews, as shown in Fig. 1.

The most commonly used scheme for visually display-
ing average review ratings is the five-star scoring system. 
Since these scores are only computable using numerical 
ratings, text reviews should be converted into numerical 
values or star ratings. There are two ways to do this: (1) 
asking customers to express their opinions on products 
and services using star ratings or (2) calculate the overall 
ratings of the text reviews through the use of sentiment 
prediction techniques. Traditionally, it is assumed that 
user sentiments, which are expressed in the text reviews, 
should correlate highly with their score ratings [16, 48]. 
However, there can be a discrepancy between the text 
sentiment and the rating, which indicates a non-valuable 
data source for research studies utilizing review texts or 
rating scores in their solution models. In addition, some 
research studies considered only rating scores or review 
texts, assuming that they were correlated with each 
other; therefore, these studies might have failed to sat-
isfy their research objectives [35, 47]. This problem has 

been overlooked in the literature, even though this point 
helps in identifying the validity of the review to be used 
for other research studies [3, 66, 67].

This paper introduces the concept Text-Rating Review 
Discrepancy (TRRD), which is defined by the incon-
sistency between text reviews and the rating reviews of 
a product or service. In addition, this paper provides 
a background foundation of text reviews and rating, 
hence demonstrating the need for using text reviews in 
addition to rating scores for building Online Consumer 
Reviews (OCRs) solution models. Therefore, this paper 
presents a literature review to investigate Text-Rating 
Review Discrepancy (TRRD) in the evaluation of text 
reviews and rating scores in detail. Research papers that 
utilize machine learning algorithms and natural language 
processing techniques for opinion mining and sentiment 
analysis evaluation have been considered. Opinion min-
ing and sentiment analysis are important research topics 
that identify the underlying sentiments in text reviews. 
Since identifying the accurate text sentiments of con-
sumers’ reviews of products and services is important for 
customers, business owners, and product manufacturers, 
studying the correlation between online text reviews and 
ratings is crucial to enhance the correctness of sentiment 
analysis systems.

This paper examines the following research questions: 
Are there any discrepancies between text reviews and 
star ratings? If not, are star ratings considered to be good 
representatives for text reviews? Will the prediction and 
recommendation accuracy results improve if the correla-
tion between the text reviews and the associated rating 
scores are first checked? Are available ratings considered 
as “gold standard,” a high-level representation of ground 
truth, hence a measurement system whose outputs are 
known to be accurate and trustable? Ground truth can 
have wrong labels, it is a measurement, and there can 
have errors due to human or used machines errors. It 
should be noted that any trained machine learning model 
will be limited by the quality of the ground truth used to 
train and test it. The main contributions of the current 
study are as follows:

• Discussing the Online Consumer Reviews (OCRs) 
existing literature and their applications,

• Evaluating numeric rating labels used for building 
Online Consumer Reviews (OCRs) solution models 
and showing the necessity of using both text reviews 
and numeric ratings for building Online Consumer 
Reviews (OCRs) solution models.

The next following section provides an overview of the 
importance of studying Text-Rating Review Discrepancy 
(TRRD) and why we need to use both text reviews and Fig. 1 An example of a text review and corresponding ratings [11]
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numeric ratings for building Online Consumer Reviews 
(OCRs) solution models.

Applications benefit from studying text‑rating review 
discrepancy (TRRD)
Text reviews are a very important source of information 
for potential consumers before deciding to purchase a 
product. Consequently, sentiment analysis has a signifi-
cant impact on products and companies. Many studies 
used text review to analyse feature specification and cus-
tomer preferences, assuming the text reviews are consist-
ent with the ratings, which are only general indications of 
the sentiment.

To deduce information for product creation and prod-
uct feature selection for business benefits, Xiang et  al. 
[64] used consumer reviews to ascertain what customers 
want from varying types of hotel. They used text analyt-
ics to achieve this task and understand customer prefer-
ences. As an example, companies can examine comments 
left online to understand consumers’ feelings or percep-
tions of a movie and, consequently, predict consumers’ 
interests [52], or use consumer reviews on products to 
the same end [32, 50]. Also, a literary contribution by 
Xiao et  al. [65] adds to the literature with a preference-
measurement model created from consumers’ reviews. 
Textual analysis and the use of the results from this 
mathematical model aid in understanding consumers’ 
preferences by crowdsourcing from lists of consumers’ 
online reviews. Subsequently the feedback could then be 
utilized for such things as product redesign.

In their research, Li et al. [30] proposed a social intel-
ligence mechanism that could extract and consoli-
date reviews given using social media and gain critical 
insights into new product or service features to assist 
the decision-making process for the development of new 
products or services by analysing the reviewers’ opin-
ions, authority, and understanding knowledge as well 
as sentiment towards targeted products. Khalid et  al. 
[27] highlighted some of the issues raised by consumers 
for mobile-app reviews (e.g. additional cost, practical-
ity, compatibility problems, crashing). They highlighted 
a statistical depiction of some of the consumer reviews 
from the Apple App Store and Google Play. In 2014, Vu 
et al. [62] proposed a keyword-based framework in gath-
ering and getting consumer reviews from the app stores 
by taking out, evaluating, and categorizing keywords 
based on semantic resemblance. Additionally, they cre-
ated an image tool that showed the occurrence of these 
keywords over a certain period of time and accounted for 
any suspicious patterns. Park et al. [42] fashioned an app, 
AppLDA, to be used on app narratives and consumer 
reviews as a subject model. Using this method, an app 
developer can examine reviews as well as establish what 

are seen as essential app features. An automatic system of 
categorizing customer reviews in regard to programmed 
classification was offered by Panichella et  al. [41]. The 
system was designed to support the software upholding 
and requirement progression.

Gu and Kim [21] recommended the use of SUR-Miner 
to summarize and categorize reviews. They evaluated 
SUR-Miner on 17 Google Play apps such as Swiftkey, 
Camera360, WeChat, and Templerun2. They randomly 
selected and assessed 2000 sentences from text reviews. 
From different points of view, Mcilroy et al. [36] analysed 
this study’s glitches by looking at the developers of the 
top apps such as Apple and Google. They observed that 
there were optimal results, which came from developers 
replying to the reviews—consumers. This has a positive 
effect on the reviews as the average ratings has increased 
by 36.87% and the median rating by 20%.

All discussed research papers above are offering Online 
Consumer Reviews (OCRs) solution models which use 
either text review, associated rating numeric or both to 
build their models. We advise to investigate Text-Rating 
Review Discrepancy (TRRD) to ensure the validity and 
correctness of the built solution model. Thus, this paper 
discusses this topic in detail and is laid out as follows: 
“Background” section presents background knowledge in 
the domain of text reviews and ratings, then “Methods” 
section presents the survey methodology. “Related work” 
section reviews work on Online Consumer Reviews 
(OCRs) models and applications and introduces the rele-
vant studies that consider the discrepancies between text 
reviews and ratings. This study first identifies research 
that focuses only on one source of information—either 
text reviews or rating scores—then identifies research 
where both approaches were examined. “Results and dis-
cussion” section presents a guideline proposal based on 
the results of the survey. “Conclusion” section concludes 
the paper and indicates future and related research 
directions.

Background
This section provides an overview of the most relevant 
topics related to text sentiment analysis. First the defini-
tion of Online Consumer Reviews (OCRs) is provided; 
then, sentiment analysis-related topics were identified 
and discussed.

Online consumer reviews (OCRs)
OCR is one of the most commonly used concepts to rep-
resent the traditional word-of-mouth review. An elec-
tronic word-of-mouth review, or OCR, is defined as “any 
positive or negative statement made by potential, actual, 
or former customers about a product or company, which 
is made available to a multitude of people and institutions 
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via the Internet” [24]. Word-of-mouth review, meaning 
personal opinions among people, has been recognized 
as a significant source of information to understand cus-
tomers’ interests, and sentiments concerning companies’ 
products and services, such as movies, books, music 
albums, and enterprises such as hotels, and restaurants. 
Many consumers find word-of-mouth information to be 
useful and credible when making a decision about prod-
ucts or services because it is generated by independent 
pre-experienced consumers instead of biased company 
advertisements. With the rapid advancement of Internet 
technology, the electronic word-of-mouth technique has 
been adopted by different platforms such as Yelp, Ama-
zon, and eBay to enable people to easily generate reviews, 
share them with other people, and exchange opinions. 
Electronic word-of-mouth information includes cus-
tomer reviews, online comments, and score ratings, 
and it can be spread in real-time through online chan-
nels, such as e-commerce sites, online forums, the blo-
gosphere, and social networking sites. Thus, electronic 
word-of-mouth information is recognized as not only a 
convenient way for consumers to share information, but 
also a source of new challenges and opportunities for 
business analysts to understand consumer interests and 
opinions.

Statistics also support reliance on Online Consumer 
Review (OCR) for the decision-making of consumers. 
Nearly 65% of consumers access consumer-written prod-
uct reviews via the Internet [15]. Additionally, of those 
consumers who read reviews, 82% confirmed that reviews 
had directly influenced their buying decision, while 69% 
shared the reviews with others including: family, friends, 
and co-workers, so magnifying their impact. In addition, 
numerous surveys and consulting reports have suggested 
that, for a number of consumers and products (not appli-
cable to all), consumer-generated reviews are valued 
more highly than reviews from ‘experts’ [21, 61]. There-
fore, Online Consumer Reviews (OCRs) can impact the 
consumer decision-making process to a greater extent 
than traditional media [1].

Text mining and sentiment analysis
Data and text mining cover the broad scope of software 
tools and mathematical modelling approaches which are 
used to discover implicit, previously unknown patterns 
from data. In text mining, patterns are lifted from natural 
language text (unstructured data), while, in data mining, 
the patterns are lifted from structured databases. The text 
mining process starts with the text collection stage and 
then proceeds to the pre-processing stage in which the 
text is cleaned and formatted. The pre-processing stage 
involves critical tasks, such as tokenization, removal of 
stop words, and stemming. In the next stage, meaningful 

features are extracted to make inferences about the data. 
In the final stage, text mining approaches, such as cate-
gorization, topic modelling, or clustering, are applied to 
answer certain questions about the given data.

Large volumes of Online Consumer Reviews (OCRs) 
are available on many retailers’ websites, and mining 
such data to understand consumers’ opinions is called 
opinion mining. This term was first coined by Dave et al. 
[14], where opinion mining involves processing a set of 
reviews for a given product or service and extracting a 
list of attributes or aspects to categorize the consumer 
opinion into different classes such as (positive, negative, 
subjective, objective, etc.). Sentiment analysis is a subsec-
tion of opinion mining which focuses on the extraction 
of the consumer’s emotions, opinions, and evaluations 
on services or products from online reviews they have 
posted. Sentiment analysis is an area of research that is 
very active, with a large volume of relevant research liter-
ature available [3]. Most of the research work is typically 
based on three common sentiment analysis tasks: subjec-
tivity analysis, polarity detection, and sentiment strength 
detection. Subjectivity analysis aims to determine 
whether or not a given text is subjective, while polarity 
detection is utilized to assign an overall positive or nega-
tive sentiment orientation to subjective texts. Sentiment 
strength detection specifies the degree of polarity to 
which a text is either positive or negative.

Sentiment analysis is normally performed in two 
ways: a lexicon-based approach or a machine learning 
approach. A lexicon-based method uses a sentiment dic-
tionary or a sentiment lexicon that is used to predict the 
overall sentiment of a text based on pre-defined word 
occurrence. Alternatively, a machine learning approach 
generates a classifying algorithm through learning with 
the set of linguistic features [28]. The trained classifier is 
then used for sentiment prediction [3].

In the lexicon-based approach, public lexicons, such 
as SenticNet [10], SentiWordNet [2], and OpinionFinder 
[63], have been frequently applied by many studies owing 
to the reliability of public sentiment dictionaries [28]. 
Lists of sentiment-bearing words and phrases available 
in opinion lexicon are used for lexicon-based techniques, 
such as the General Inquirer lexicon [54], WordNet 
Affect [55] SentiWordNet, the ANEW words [8], and the 
LIWC dictionary [43]. Beyond these standard resources 
and to automatically generate and score lexicons, 
researchers have created new methods. However, as indi-
cated by Liu Y [34], while an opinion lexicon is required, 
it is insufficient for sentiment analysis. Thus, a com-
bined approach is more appropriate as these approaches 
normally use additional information, e.g. semantic 
rules to handle emoticon lists, negation, booster word 
lists, and an already existing and substantial collection 
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of subjective logical statement patterns. According to 
Taboada et  al. [56], “lexicon-based methods for senti-
ment analysis are robust, result in good cross-domain 
performance, and can be easily enhanced with multiple 
sources of knowledge.”

LEX-Quality of Experience (QoE) parameters were 
utilized by [61] to analyse user reviews. The identifica-
tion of frequent nouns in reviews was achieved through 
the utilization of speech tagging, and these were denoted 
as a prospective QoE element. Semantic lexicons, such 
as SentiWordNet, were used to group and aggregate 
similar nouns. For each group, the representative nouns 
were highlighted as QoE parameters. This work, there-
fore, exploited user reviews as inputs for quality element 
extraction from services through the selection of fre-
quent nouns in drawing features and the end outcome.

Recently, machine learning algorithms have been used 
for most existing sentiment analysis techniques, such as 
Naive bayes (NB), support vector machines (SVM), neu-
ral network (NN), genetic algorithm (GA), and k-nearest 
neighbours (kNNs) to optimize, classify, and form pre-
dictions based on the data in text documents. Machine 
learning approaches have certain advantages, including 
the ability to identify the non-sentiment terms which 
express a sentimental judgement (e.g. “cheap” in the 
phrase “this camera is cheap”). An additional advantage 
of such approaches is the availability of a wide range of 
applicable learning algorithms. However, these meth-
ods present certain disadvantages, such as the need for 
a human-labelled corpus for the training phase. Addi-
tionally, while within the domain these trained machine 
learning methods perform very well, their performance 
can diminish significantly when applied to another 
domain. For example, in the cell phone domain, the 
words “cheap” and “smart” are used as expressions of 
positive opinions, while in the world of books domain, 
“well-researched” and “thriller” signify positive senti-
ments. Therefore, a cell phone domain-trained algorithm 
is unlikely to correctly classify book domain reviews. 
Moreover, as indicated by [58], some machine learning 
algorithms cannot “give a clear explanation as to why a 
sentence has been classified in a certain way, by reference 
to the predefined list of sentiment terms.”

One can principally investigate sentiment analysis 
applications at three granularity levels: document level, 
sentence level, and aspect level. At the document level, 
the entire document is allocated an overall sentiment 
score. Sentence-level sentiment analysis concentrates 
on predicting the sentiment of stand-alone sentences. 
Subsequently, a score aggregation method is applied 
to generate an overall review score from combined 
sentence-level scores. However, in a document- or sen-
tence-level analysis, it is not easy to obtain fine-grained 

opinions, though an aspect-level analysis can frequently 
overcome this problem. Aspect-level techniques carry 
out a finer-grained analysis with the intention of identify-
ing sentiments on entities and/or their aspects [65].

Challenges in using sentiment analysis with OCRs
There are certain challenges and problems in implement-
ing sentiment analysis, and some of them are as follows:

Short reviews: in a proposal by Cosma et  al. [13] they 
state that in order to surmount the domain barrier in 
gathering views, there is need for an overall way of set-
ting up language rules for the recognition of view-bear-
ing words. Additionally, online reviews have unique text 
features that are short in length, use formless phrases, 
and involve substantial data. New challenges to conven-
tional study topics in text analytics, i.e. text categoriza-
tion, data mining, and emotional studies, are brought to 
the short reviews.

Colloquial language is another vital attribute of online 
text, specifically in online reviews. Consumers may use 
short forms or acronyms that rarely appear in traditional 
text when writing reviews, for example, phrases like 
“superb”, “good 2go”, hence making it extremely hard for 
one to identify the semantic meaning [5].

Mockery acknowledgement: the varied challenges 
require working through mockery or expressions that are 
unexpected. Riloff et al. [44] contributed to the improved 
review in mockery acknowledgement by developing 
an algorithm that naturally learned to group good and 
unpleasant phrases for tweets. The evaluation of two ele-
ments that are dissimilar amounts to analogy.

Domain dependency: the essential task of exploring the 
information generated by the customer lies in the wider 
concept of themes. Generally, the content generated is 
usually broad and needs to be packaged into categories. 
A classifier that is specified for a given domain space 
might thus not be effective in another domain which uses 
different words. The expression of sentiments is varied 
in different domains. This, notwithstanding the methods 
of sentiment categorization, can be synchronized to ade-
quately work in a provided domain but, at the same time, 
may be limited to categorize sentiments in a varying 
domain. In light of this Bollegala et al. 2013 [7] proposed 
a cross-domain sentiment classifier that automatically 
extracts a sentiment thesaurus. Moreover, procedures or 
algorithms that are joined in a given area may not neces-
sarily perform effectively in a space that is different from 
the initial one. The process of identifying specific area- 
and space-free systems was independently carried out. 
Jambhulkar and Nirkhi [25] carried out a cross-domain 
sentiment analysis survey study that focused on the fol-
lowing methods: sentiment-sensitive thesaurus, spec-
tral feature alignment, and structural correspondence 
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learning. The findings of the study denoted that each 
of the used methods has its distinct way in (1) increas-
ing the vector features, (2) evaluating the association 
between given words, as well as (3) the used classifier. 
According to Bisio et al. [4] there are two main features 
of notion characterization. These include the versatile 
nature of a provided structure and the subsequent ability 
to work in wider business spaces through utilization of 
relevant valence shifters, semantic systems, and a predic-
tive model grounded on distance.

Methods
There are mainly three broad types to conduct a litera-
ture review including the systematic review, the semi-
systematic review, and the integrative review [53]. For 
this research work, an integrative review of the literature 
was undertaken to critically analyse and examine the out-
comes reported in related studies investigating different 
OCR solution models. An integrative review approach 
can be useful when the purpose of the review is not to 
cover all articles ever published on the topic but rather 
to combine different perspectives to effectively identify 
current problems and generate new knowledge about the 
topic [59]. In addition, identifying and analysing devel-
oped solution models using OCR is a broad topic, and 
a variety of disciplines such as business, marketing, and 
computing address various aspects of it. Therefore, we 
believe that using an integrative review would be a good 
choice for studying a broader topic that has been concep-
tualized differently and studied within diverse disciplines.

Databases such as Web of Science, Google Scholar, Sco-
pus, and ScienceDirect have been accessed to search for 
existing research literature and documents relating to the 
topic. In addition, relevant research papers were accessed 
through backward citations of the articles included in 
the review. Relevant search terms: (text reviews, star 
ratings, score ratings, and text-ratings correlation) have 
been used to identify studies from 2002 to 2020. Then, to 
enhance the literature, we incorporated more keywords: 
(online reviews, product reviews, online recommenda-
tions, online word-of-mouth (e-WOM), online viral mar-
keting, online consumer reviews, online communities, 
and virtual communities) to obtain articles from numer-
ous management journals and relevant databases, includ-
ing the Association for Computing Machinery Digital 
Library (ACM), IEEE Xplore, SCOPUS (Elsevier), and 
ScienceDirect (Elsevier). Papers’ selection was structured 
in a two-stage process: first, excluding research stud-
ies based on reading the titles and the abstracts. In the 
second stage, research papers were filtered again from 
the initially selected list of papers, based on a complete 
reading. Around 66 papers with a minimum number of 
citations per paper 3 which were relevant, addressing the 

research questions, and contributing to the basic purpose 
of the review have been included in the review.

An ontology to conceptualize knowledge in the domain 
of text reviews has been proposed. Protégé [38] was used 
to build the ontology that includes the main concepts in 
the domain of review and review analysis. The ontology 
also determines the relationships between the concepts. 
Figure  2 shows the proposed review ontology which 
consists of 31 classes to conceptualize and classify the 
concepts of review domain based on the analysis of this 
review.

Related work
Reviewed papers are broadly first categorized into two 
themes: (1) research studies that built their models based 
on either rating scores or review texts, assuming that 
they were correlated implicitly with each other. In this 
part, we included research studies that have not consid-
ered any validation metrics to compute the relationship 
degree between available rating scores and other labelling 
techniques. They only use one source of labelling, only 

Fig. 2 Review ontology
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numeric ratings, or review texts’ sentiments, to build 
their OCR solution models. (2) Research work that exam-
ined the correlation between the text reviews’ sentiments 
and the associated rating scores before applying the pro-
posed solution model. Hence, numeric rating scores have 
been validated using other labelling techniques such as 
review texts annotation using either experts or senti-
ments lexicons.

Then, secondly, for each categorized theme, all relevant 
literature was classified into categories based on the fol-
lowing criteria: research studies use OCR on survey 
analysis, research studies use OCR for prediction/ clas-
sification models, and research studies use OCR for rec-
ommendation models. Summary tables for the reviewed 
research studies are presented at the end of each sub-
section. We examined the reviewed papers based on the 
following considerations: used model, domain, manu-
ally labelled (reviews were labelled by experts), and 
automatic labelling (reviews were labelled by sentiment 
lexicons). For research studies that examined the cor-
relation between the text reviews’ sentiments and the 
rating scores, we checked, as well, the degree of consist-
ency between text reviews and rating scores. Figure  3 
shows the adopted framework for conducting the review. 
All relevant literature used in this paper are provided in 
Appendix.

1. Numeric rating labels have not been validated against 
other labelling techniques:

In surveying the literature, we found that many research 
studies have not considered any validation metrics to 
compute the relationship degree between available rating 
scores and other labelling techniques, whether they were 
survey papers or sentiment classification using machine 
learning algorithms or other different techniques. In the 
context of online reviews survey analysis, Shoham et al. 
[51] examined the effect of irrelevant reviews and its 
associated positive or negative rating scores on custom-
ers’ product evaluations and future decisions. The survey 
analysis study was done using 7913 reviews of approxi-
mately 100 products in five different classes. The survey 
results revealed that the presence of irrelevant reviews 
with negative rating scores alongside positive reviews 
leads to greater product preferences, as consumers feel 
confident that the information they have about the prod-
uct is more complete. This finding suggests that sellers 
or service providers should not be discouraged by nega-
tive or totally unhelpful, irrelevant reviews, or attempt to 
block customers from seeing them.

For research studies that apply machine learning (ML) 
algorithms for sentiment classification, Kim, Kwon, and 
Jeong [28] detected the availability of machine learn-
ing models only using linguistic features and identified 
the influence of the size of the linguistic feature set on 
the classification accuracy. They conducted sentiment 
analysis study focusing on Korean electronic word-of-
mouth (eWOM) in the film market and selected 10,000 
movie reviews, which were rated with negative and 

Fig. 3 Framework adopted for conducting the review
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positive popularity on the movie portal sites, and parsed 
words through natural language processing (NLP). Four 
machine learning methods: Naïve bayes (NB), decision 
tree (DT), neural network (NN), and support vector 
machine (SVM) were demonstrated with the linguis-
tic features, and their performances were compared by 
accuracy and the harmonic mean between precision 
and recall (F1 score). In addition, Kim et  al. tested five 
different feature set sizes groups to see whether the fea-
ture set size influenced the performance of classification. 
As a result, neural network (NN) and support vector 
machine (SVM) classification showed acceptable perfor-
mance under every condition. Through the experiments, 
Kim et  al. showed how machine learning algorithms 
are applied as sentiment classifiers for movie electronic 
word-of-mouth (eWOM) analytics, and a performance 
gap might have occurred with this method as a result of 
the feature set size. Another study done by Rui, Liu, and 
Whinston [46] employed support vector machine (SVM) 
and Naïve bayes (NB) classifiers to assess word-of-mouth 
(eWOM) impact of consumer’s willingness. They catego-
rized 4,166,623 movie tweets into four mutually exclu-
sive categories: intention, positive, negative, and neutral. 
Researchers trained NB for intention and support vec-
tor machine (SVM) for sentiment, and validated word-
of-mouth (eWOM) impact of tweets with precision and 
recall as performance measures.

Hamouda et  al. [22] proposed also a machine learn-
ing senti-word lexicon based on training support vector 
machine (SVM) algorithm using Amazon corpus con-
taining reviews from various domains. They converted 
Amazon reviews dataset into binary classes (positive and 
negative) by assigning reviews with a 1 or 2 rating scores 
as negative reviews and the reviews with a 4 or 5 rating 
scores as positive reviews, while ignoring reviews with a 
3-star rating scores. They have provided an upgrade for 
creating a lexicon by using ‘Strong Reviews’ for the data-
set and ‘root’ of tokens as the linguistic feature used by 
support vector machine (SVM). An additional improve-
ment in the accuracy of reviews classification comes 
from using ‘Term Score Summation’ for sentiment com-
putation. Pang et  al. [40] applied three machine learn-
ing methods Naïve bayes (NB), support vector machine 
(SVM), and maximum entropy (MaxEnt) to determine 
whether a movie review was positive or negative. A cor-
pus of 752 negative and 1301 positive reviews, with a 
total of 144 reviewers from Internet Movie Database 
(IMDb) archive, has been used for the study. They exam-
ined several features conditions, such as n-gram, parts of 
speech (POS), and position of the word. They achieved 
a best performance using 16,165 unigrams features and 
support vector machine (SVM) method by accounting 
only for feature presence. Interestingly, their experiment 

also showed that using top frequent 2633 unigrams, 
accuracy was very similar to the best performance noted 
above. This means that a small-sized feature set can be 
considered as an efficient method for sentiment analysis 
of big data [28].

Prediction of review numeric rating scores is one of 
the main tasks of sentiment analysis, and it stretches 
the binary sentiment classification and focuses more on 
predicting the numeric rating (e.g. 10 stars) for a given 
review. Pang and Lee 2005 [39] looked into prediction 
of a review rating as a classification regression challenge; 
therefore, they created a rating predictor with machine 
learning method under a supervised metric labelling 
framework. They proposed a meta-algorithm using met-
ric labelling to ensure that similar items receive similar 
labels. The results showed that the proposed model out-
performed both multi-class and regression versions of 
support vector machine (SVM).

Through taking into account user information, Tang 
et al. [57] proposed a neural network method for review 
rating prediction. In their paper, they targeted a finer-
grained document-level problem and conducted experi-
ments on two benchmark datasets, Yelp13 for restaurant 
reviews and RT05 for movie reviews. They used two 
main models: the user-word vector model which modi-
fies the original word vectors with user information, and 
the document vector model which takes the modified 
word vectors as input and produces review representa-
tion that are used as the feature for predicting review 
rating. The proposed method marginally outperformed 
text-based neural network algorithms convolutional neu-
ral network (CNN), for the following datasets: Yelp and 
RT, as they captured user-level and text-level semantics 
simultaneously.

Basiri et  al. [3] detected the polarity of reviews by 
adopting a machine learning technique, and then, they 
considered sentence scores as proof for overall review 
ratings. In order to predict review scores, they first dis-
cover the individual sentences’ scores within a review 
and then group them into five-star review scales. To 
detect emotions at the sentence level, they used Sen-
tiStrength, an available library for lexicon-based senti-
ment strength detection. Experiments were carried out 
on CitySearch for restaurants reviews and TripAdvisor 
for hotels reviews. The results showed that the proposed 
model outperforms the existing aggregation methods 
with regard to accuracy and mean absolute error (MAE). 
However, the proposed model does not perform well 
compared to some machine learning algorithms such 
as AdaBoost, Bayesian Networks, Decision Tree (DT), 
K-Star, Naive bayes (NB), and support vector machine 
(SVM) in terms of accuracy. The main advantage of the 
proposed model is that it outperforms other machine 
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learning algorithms in terms of speed and memory 
requirements. Table  1 summarizes the reviewed papers 
that did not consider any validation procedure to exam-
ine the relationship between texts reviews and numeric 
ratings.

2. Numeric rating labels have been validated against 
other labelling techniques:

In this subsection, a sample of research studies that 
have examined the relation between numeric ratings and 
text reviews is discussed and reviewed. Starting with Zhu 
et  al. [68] who examined the link between guests’ text 
reviews and score ratings in the tourism and hospitality 
domain, based on the text reviews of 4602 Airbnb accom-
modation listed in San Francisco, USA, the main finding 
was there is a strong relationship between the positive 
(negative) sentiment and the high (low) score ratings. 
People tend to give higher score rating for positive 
reviews and low score rating for negative reviews. They 
applied the Tobit model and results indicate that there is 
a higher rating score can be expected if the guest’s com-
ment was more positive and the opposite for the negative 
reviews.

Li [29] examined review reliability by using senti-
ment analysis which was based on reviews left by travel-
lers with Skytrax and connected Twitter messages. This 
study examined the extent to which sentiments within 
reviews about air experiences with Skytrax correlated to 
the Star-Airline Ratings (1–5), and how travellers’ feel-
ings on air travel experiences differed on Skytrax to those 
left on Twitter. Results showed that the Airlines Rating 

programme (1–5 stars) actually had a low level of reliabil-
ity based on what airlines knew what had been posted on 
Twitter. Two tests revealed that there is a nominal posi-
tive correlation between sentiments within reviews from 
Skytrax compared to Star-Airlines ratings (20.7%). In 
addition, the Airlines Rating programme clearly reveals 
a fragile external validity. Although text sentiments from 
Skytrax and Twitter had a positive correlation, the level 
had statistical significance. In total, 4033 Skytrax reviews 
were used for the analysis in addition to 10,522 tweets, 
and related comments for 177 airlines were gathered by 
individually searching under each airline’s unique name.

Geetha et al. [18] investigated the relationship between 
customer online review sentiments and guests’ hotels rat-
ings. They examined if the customer sentiment polarity 
had a positive effect on their ratings. Results that have 
shown consistency between customer reviews and hotel 
ratings are not entirely consistent across budget and pre-
mium hotel categories. It explains the sense of 44% of 
the variance in the customer rating for budget category 
and 21% of the variance in customer rating for premium 
category. They found that there is a linear relation-
ship between customer rating and customer sentiment 
polarity.

Tsang and Prendergast [60] investigates how the incon-
sistency of positive or negative reviews between text 
reviews and ratings affects the consumers and shows 
that there is a link between text reviews and ratings. It 
was found that text positively or negatively significantly 
influenced consumers’ reactions of reviews. Sellers can 
benefit by incorporating both text reviews and ratings to 
enhance the prediction accuracy of the products’ sales. In 

Table 1 Summary of the reviewed papers in which no validation procedure has been applied to examine the relationship between 
numeric ratings and texts reviews

Reviewed Paper Used Model Domain (Manually 
labelling)
Reviews were 
labelled by 
Experts?

(Automatic labelling)
Reviews were 
labelled by Sentiment 
Lexicons?

Survey Papers Shoham et al. [51] Survey Study – – –

Sentiment Analysis
using Machine Learning

Kim et al. [28] Binary classification Movies No No

Rui et al. [46] Multiclass classification Movies No Yes

Hamouda et al. [22] Binary classification Amazon from different 
domains (books, cameras, 
mp3s, etc.)

No No

Pang and Lee [39] Multiclass classification
Regression

Movies Yes No

Pang et al. [40] Binary classification Movies No No

Sentiment Analysis 
using Different Tech-
niques

Tang et al. [57] Neural Network + user-
word composition vector 
model (UWCVM)

Restaurants and movies No No

Basiri et al. [3] Lexicon-based model Restaurants and hotels Partially Yes
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the survey results, they collected 30 responses for each of 
the 24 releases which formed a sample size of 720. They 
collected the data in three high-traffic areas in Hong 
Kong and assigned the reviews to participants randomly. 
After reading them, their understanding was measured. 
Then, they conducted the manipulation checks and col-
lected their demographic information.

Ganu et  al. [16] compared the users’ star rating with 
text reviews using Pearson correlation coefficient which 
ranges from − 1 to 1. Using a corpus contains 5531 res-
taurants, with associated a set of 52,264 reviews. Reviews 
contain structured metadata (star rating, date) along with 
text. The experiment showed there was a positive cor-
relation between positive reviews and star ratings and a 
negative correlation between negative reviews and star 
ratings. These results motivated the authors to include 
text reviews in the context of recommender systems. 
Research hypothesis is that the review text is a better 
indicator of the review than the coarse star rating. They 
test this hypothesis in the recommendation system sce-
nario and explore whether text-derived ratings are better 
predictors than numerical star ratings given a user’s res-
taurant preferences.

In addition to the application on prediction models, 
considering both score ratings and text review plays a 
vital role in recommendation systems. In order to rec-
ommend products to users we must finally predict how 
the user responds to a new product. To do this, we must 
disclose the implicit tastes of each user as well as the 
characteristics of each product. For example, in order to 
predict whether a user will enjoy Harry Potter, it helps 
to determine that the book is about wizards, as well as 
the level of the user’s interest in wizardry. User feedback 
is required to discover these inherent dimensions of the 
product and the user. This feedback often comes in the 
form of a numeric rating accompanied by the review text. 
However, traditional methods often ignore review text, 
making it difficult to fully interpret user and product 
dimensions, as they discard the same text that justifies a 
user’s rating.

Yu et al. [67] proposed a transformation that links the 
users’ or items’ average rating with sentiment probability 
to better rating prediction. They transform the average 
rating of items to the sentiment distribution in the text 
reviews and map the average rating score into a prob-
ability space of the sentiment distribution. Using a real 
dataset from Amazon, they found that mean squared 
error (MSE) using their model achieved the smallest one, 
i.e. 1.361, and thus performed the best among all consid-
ered models. Ling et al. [31] proposed a generative model 
that combines a topic model with a rating model. Experi-
ments show that the proposed model leads to significant 
improvement compared with strong baseline methods, 

especially for sparse datasets where rating-only methods 
cannot make accurate predictions (cold-star setting).

The researchers McAuley and Leskovec [35] indicated 
that most of the research work in the domain of reviews 
and rating were studied disjointedly. Therefore, the 
authors proposed a methodology for predicting reviews 
accurately and for genre automated discovery by combin-
ing both text reviews and rating. In addition, the authors 
pointed out that the research area for studying reviews 
includes understanding the rating process and predicting 
rating. In their paper, the authors found out that predict-
ing review accuracy can be increased by combining text 
and review.

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the reviewed papers which 
use a validation tool to examine the relationship between 
texts reviews and numeric ratings for both prediction 
and recommendation models, respectively.

Results and discussion
After surveying the literature, in most of the reviewed 
papers, sentiment labels are obtained from the review 
text or the associated rating scores. We argue that there 
are differences between the sentiments of the reviewed 
text and the associated numeric ratings and ought to be 
considered. This issue has been largely ignored and only 
some studies such as [18, 67, 68] have partially taken it 
in their considerations while building their solutions. In 
addition, reviewed research papers that assessed the rela-
tionship between text reviews and the associated rating 
scores have revealed low to average correlations. This 
analysis result suggests that building solution models 
based on only the texts’ sentiments or the numeric rating 
scores should be used with caution in practice.

It should be noted that this research paper identifies 
the problem of inconsistency between text review and 
numeric scoring and how this might question its useful-
ness as labels for building OCRs solution models. Hence, 
a non-tested correlation or even weak correlation sug-
gests or implies for inaccurate labels which affect the 
model outputs. Otherwise stated, when developed mod-
els learn from inaccurate labels, they output inaccurate 
predictions and recommendations. Other research work 
has discussed discrepancies sources and indicated that 
review texts do not correlate well with the review out-
comes may be results of random errors or the subjective 
process involved in presenting the review. The source of 
discrepancies has been examined by Geierhos et al. [19] 
and Jang and Park [26]. In this regard, Geierhos et al. [19] 
pointed out that one of the reasons for the inconsistency 
is individual random errors, while Jang and Park [26] 
attributes this position to two possible sources of uncer-
tainty: reference uncertainty (reviewers are affected by 
previous reviews) and reference heterogeneity (reviewers 
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Table 2 Summary of the reviewed papers which examine the relationship between numeric ratings and texts reviews in prediction 
models

Paper Used Model Domain (Manually labelling)
Linking between 
Experts’ ratings and 
available rating scores 
were checked?

(Automatic labelling)
Linking between 
lexicon‑based review 
ratings and available 
rating scores were 
checked?

Degree of consistency 
between text reviews 
and rating scores

Zhu et al. [68] Regression Model Tourism and hospitality
(Airbnb)

No Yes
Tobit Models

Coefficients = 0.3072 for 
positive and –4.2846 for 
negative
Degree: Weak for positive

Li  [29] Statistical Model Airlines No Yes
“Semantria”
Kendall’s
tau and the Spearman’s 
rho Correlation

Kendall’s tau = 0.207 
and the Spearman’s 
rho = 0.268
Degree: Weak

Geetha et al. [18] Naive Bayes Classifier Hotels No Yes
Linear Regression Model

A linear relationship 
between customer senti-
ment and rating
R square has a value 
of 0.21. So, 21% of the 
variation in the customer 
ratings is explained by 
customer sentiment 
polarity
Degree: Weak

Tsang And 
Prendergas, 2009 
[60]

Statistical Study Movies No Yes
Analysis of covariance 
(ANCOVAs)

A significant interaction 
between text and rating 
valences on trustworthi-
ness

Ganu et al. [16] Support Vector Machine 
classifiers (sentiment 
classification)
Regression (numeric 
scores)

Restaurants Yes Yes
Private lexicon done by 
researchers
Percentage Analysis

56% of the reviews were 
annotated as positive 
and 18% as negative. 
The associated numeric 
ratings provided by users 
pointed that 73% of 
reviews having positive 
rating
Degree: Average

Table 3 Summary of the reviewed papers which incorporate both numeric ratings and texts reviews in recommendation models

Paper Datasets Incorporating both users’ numeric ratings and users’ text 
reviews?

Yu et al. [67] Amazon Review dataset (Arts, Jewelery, Watches, Cell Phones and 
Accessories, etc.)

Yes
They mapped between aspects sentiments in review texts and 
rating scores to better rating predication

Ling et al. [31] Amazon Review dataset (Arts, Jewelery, Watches, Cell Phones and 
Accessories, etc.)

Yes
They applied topic modelling techniques on the review text and 
aligned the topics with rating dimensions to improve prediction 
accuracy. They were able to improve the accuracy over existing 
strong baseline methods, that use only rating for recommenda-
tions especially under the cold start problem when the data is 
extremely sparse

McAuley and 
Leskovec [35]

Amazon Review dataset (e.g. Books, Movies) + pub data from rate-
beer.com + restaurant data from citysearch.com,  + Yelp dataset

Yes
They proposed a model that works by aligning hidden factors in 
product ratings with hidden topics in product reviews. The pro-
posed model allows to accurately fit user and product parameters 
with only a few reviews, which existing models cannot achieve 
using only a few ratings
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have different backgrounds and experiences). Mellinas 
et  al. [37] and Sharma et  al. [49] in their analysis con-
cluded that customers tend to punish dissatisfaction 
more harshly than satisfaction.

Here in this work, we propose some of the guidelines 
that can help reduce the effect of discrepancy between 
text reviews and ratings. The following subsections intro-
duce guidelines we derived using the results of our study.

Proposed guideline to incorporate text reviews 
and numeric ratings
To overcome the available Text-Rating Review Discrep-
ancy  (TRRD) shortcoming, we suggest measuring   text 
reviews and ratings correlation and consider their agree-
ment and disagreement level into account. For exam-
ple, to build a model, which predicts the review rate for 
a given text, we could select the training data instances 
(text reviews) that have an agreement between the 
experts’ annotations, numeric ratings, and sentiment 
lexicon results. To build prediction models, we propose 
the following steps shown in Fig. 4. It starts with annotat-
ing data from different sources such as experts, numeric 
ratings, and sentiment lexicons. Then, a measure of 
agreement should be used to reflect the amount of agree-
ment for the annotated reviews using different labelling 
sources. Finally, the review instances that have a strong 
correlation between its annotation values using different 
methods would be selected for building the model that 
predicts the review rate for a given text.

In the case of the recommender models, we also pro-
pose to incorporate both text reviews and numeric rates 
in order to understand users’ preferences and interests 

and therefore deliver better customer service. Figure  5 
illustrates the proposed model for building recommenda-
tion models. It should be noted that the illustrated steps 
in Figs. 4 and 5 are the basic steps of the development of 
any prediction/recommendation model. The only added 
phase was to ensure the agreement between text reviews 
and associated numeric ratings.

Validation measures
In this study, we propose to examine the correlation 
between available rating scores, rating scores provided 
by annotators, and scores calculated using lexicon-based 
models. The proposed parallel set of measures to com-
pute the used labels’ validity are listed in Table  4. The 
provided evaluation framework encompasses a set of 
quantitative measures that provides estimated results of 
the instances’ labels’ validity.

Conclusion
The use of Online Consumer Reviews (OCRs) has 
attracted researchers across multiple disciplines such as 
business, marketing, and computing. In most proposed 
solutions for analysing the online customers reviews, 
rating scores, and review texts were the primary compo-
nents that have been employed to produce high-quality 
Online Consumer Reviews (OCRs) solution models. 
However, most of the reviewed models consider either 
rating scores or the review texts to build their mod-
els assuming that both were correlated with each other. 
This paper introduces the concept Text-Rating Review 
Discrepancy (TRRD) which is defined by the inconsist-
ency between text reviews and score ratings for a product 

Fig. 4 The enhanced model for prediction models

Fig. 5 The enhanced model for recommendation models
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or service posted review. The main contribution of this 
paper includes showing the necessity for using both text 
reviews and score ratings to ensure having reliable survey 
results and building valid models. We therefore reviewed 
the literature to identify if there are any discrepancies 
between text reviews and numeric ratings. In survey-
ing the literature, we found that research studies that 
assessed the relation between text reviews and the asso-
ciated rating scores have revealed low to average correla-
tions. This finding suggests that building solution models 
based on only the texts’ sentiments or the numeric rating 
scores should be used with caution in practice. Alterna-
tively stated, the presented exploratory analysis shows 
that customers might express text sentiments which 
are different from the associated numeric rating scores. 
Therefore, we propose to take full advantage of the abun-
dant information of the text reviews sentiments and 
examine its relationship degree to the combined rating 
scores. Then, employ the most correlated data instances 
in order to build a more accurate model. Our research 
suggests that sentiment of a review combined with a cor-
rect numeric rating would be an indicator for the valid-
ity and correctness of the required OCR solution model. 
Also, this study encourages researchers to look beyond 
the numeric ratings into the text sentiments as written 
texts can express more information and emotions which 
quantitative ratings cannot capture. To end with, future 
research should attempt to ensure the correctness and 
quality of both the text review and associated numeric 
ratings. In addition, it should also pay more attention to 
the causes of discrepancies and inconsistencies between 
text reviews and ratings in order to mitigate and reduce 
its negative effects on developed OCRs solution models.

Appendix
The following table summarizes both: (1) research 
studies that built their models based on either rating 
scores or review texts, assuming that they were cor-
related implicitly with each other. (2) research studies 
that examined the correlation between the text reviews’ 

sentiments and the associated rating scores before 
applying the proposed solution model.

Numeric Rating Labels Have Not Been Validated Against Other 
Labelling Techniques

Paper Author(s) Paper Title

Basiri et al. [3] Sentiment prediction based on Dempster-Shafer 
theory of evidence

Hamouda et al. [22] Building machine learning based senti-word lexi-
con for sentiment análisis

Kim et al. [28] [Comparing machine learning classifiers for movie 
WOM opinion mining

Pang and Lee [39] Seeing stars: Exploiting class relationships for senti-
ment categorization with respect to rating scales

Pang et al. [40] Thumbs up? Sentiment classification using 
machine learning techniques

Rui et al. [46] Whose and what chatter matters? The effect of 
tweets on movie sales

Shoham et al. [51] Positively useless: Irrelevant negative information 
enhances positive impressions

Tang et al. [57] User modeling with neural network for review rat-
ing prediction

Numeric Rating Labels Have Been Validated Against Other 
Labelling Techniques

Paper Author(s) Paper Title

Ganu et al. [16] Beyond the stars: Improving rat-
ing predictions using review text 
content

Geetha et al. [18] Relationship between customer 
sentiment and online customer rat-
ings for hotels: An empirical analysis

Li [29] Application of sentiment analysis: 
Assessing the reliability and validity 
of the global airlines rating program

Ling et al. [31] Ratings meet reviews, a combined 
approach to recommend

McAuley and Leskovec [35] Hidden factors and hidden topics: 
Understanding rating dimensions 
with review text

Tsang and Prendergas [60] Is a “star” worth a thousand words?: 
The interplay between product-
review texts and rating valences

Yu et al. [67] Rating prediction using review texts 
with underlying sentiments

Table 4 Quantitative measures to compute the relationship degree between available rating scores and other labelling

Measure Purpose

Similarity and Consistency To determine whether available rating scores correlate with other labelling techniques (lexicon and expert annotators 
labelling)
Example: cosine similarity, Pearson’s correlation coefficient, Spearman’s rho, etc.

Agreement To determine whether available rating scores agrees with other labelling techniques (lexicon and expert annotators 
labelling)
Example: per cent agreement, alpha agreement, etc.

Linear Regression To determine whether a linear relationship exists between available rating scores and other labelling techniques (lexicon 
and expert annotators labelling)
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Numeric Rating Labels Have Been Validated Against Other 
Labelling Techniques

Paper Author(s) Paper Title

Zhu et al. [68] Sentiment and guest satisfaction 
with peer-to-peer accommoda-
tion: When are online ratings more 
trustworthy?
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